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March 10 is Deadline For Companies to Identify
Problems with the New Modular Building Code
The modular industry will have a building code without expensive
unnecessary changes if....
Every three years, South Carolina adopts a new version of the International Residential
Code (IRC). All modular and site-built homes in the state must conform to the IRC.
In November, the SC Building Code Council (BCC) voted its intent to adopt the 2018 version of the IRC.
This creates a bad news / good news scenario for the modular industry.

Bad News: Every new edition of the IRC contains code changes that raise costs for builders and consumers without real benefits.

Good News: The SC Building Code Council has the authority to amend the IRC and routinely does. Under SC
law, MHISC has a permanent seat on the Building Code Council, the body that makes those decisions.

Bad News: The new edition of the International
Residential Code is 900 pages long. In past code
cycles both our industry and homebuilder groups
have missed costly changes. Member companies
discovered an expensive duct work change after the
deadline for amending the 2015 IRC.

Good News: MHISC has asked all modular
manufacturers to do a complete review of the
newly-released 2018 IRC---and to get their thirdparty engineers to commit to doing the same. If the
association can receive members’ most important
changes by March 10, MHISC will have time to
research, draft and lobby for amendments to the
code. The modular industry will have a building code
without expensive unnecessary changes---if members
make review of the IRC a priority.

The International Residential Code is a thick document. But studying it
closely can save the industry thousands of dollars.

The clock is ticking -- South Carolina’s Code Adoption Process


When a new edition of the IRC is published, the Building Codes Council reviews and takes a vote to adopt or not.



At the end of a180-day period, all requests for modifications are presented to a Study Committee appointed
by the BCC for approval or denial.



The BCC then votes on the recommendations of the Study Committee.



The approved modifications are published in the State Register and ultimately filed with the legislature.

Although the timeline for amending the new IRC is very tight, the implementation process after that will take a
while. The new version of the IRC is expected to go into effect July 2019 or January 2020.
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If All Goes Well at the SC Statehouse…..
MHISC’s legislative goals for 2018 will have a positive impact on sales
in South Carolina. Here’s what the association hopes to accomplish:
Pass Legislation to Attract More Chattel Loans
MHISC will introduce legislation in January to attract
more chattel lending in the state. The legislation would remove a requirement that
lenders refund the unearned portion of finance charges when a loan closes out
early. This would include origination fees.

Continue the State’s Two Energy Efficiency Sales Tax Formulas
The Energy Star incentive is set to expire in 2019, but MHISC will lobby the
legislature to renew it. At the same time, some legislators want to remove all sales
tax incentives including the $300 energy efficiency tax formula. Keeping that
formula is a priority.

Keep Continuing Education Requirements Reasonable
An MHISC priority is to keep regulation of the MH industry under state-level
control. The federal agency HUD has already taken direct control of manufactured
housing in 18 states, saying those state programs did not meet federal requirements.
The SC Manufactured Housing Board has taken a proactive approach to retaining
state control. South Carolina is running a first-class program that stays ahead of the
game.
One issue to contend with, HUD is now implementing “continuing education,” to keep license-holders up to date.
Many licensed professions in South Carolina have burdensome continuing education requirements. Insurance
agents must take 21 hours of “CE” a year.
The Manufactured Housing Board has taken a better path, approving a very reasonable three hours of CE a year.
The association will be eligible to provide low-cost CE in conjunction with industry events conveniently located
around the state.

Reduce Liability Selling Park Models and Recreational Vehicles
The industry will soon have guidelines for selling park models and RVs at MH retail centers. Currently the law is
unclear on licensing and other rules.

More Demand for Tiny Houses
MHISC is working to pass building code standards to make it more practical and
cost-effective to build tiny homes to the modular code. One advantage, modular
tiny homes can be sold and used as a permanent residence; RV units cannot.
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High-powered “Grassroots” Program
Will Magnify the Industry’s Political Clout
Before the end of the year, MHISC will begin its launch of one of the most innovative political action tools in the
business – The RAP Index. Members who live in South Carolina will play a vital role.
The RAP Index is a nationally recognized grassroots advocacy tool. RAP stands for Relationships – Advocablity –
Personal Relationships.
Members may have relationships with key policy-makers the association is unaware of. These could be legislators,
council members and other officials at the national, state and local level, according to Executive Committee
Member Tony Massarelli.
“Unless it’s totally against their philosophy, legislators will vote the way their friends ask them to,” Massarelli said.
“But they need to hear from us; and know that we care about that issue.”
-----------------When the game is on the line, MHISC will know
which players to put on the field and which play to call.
------------------The Rap Index is a cutting edge software-based service individualized for each client. It identifies relationships
between an organization’s members and elected officials, then it helps the organization put those relationships to
work for the good of the industry. Those relationships can help the industry only if the association knows about
them.
It will help MHISC find the right people to deliver the right message in the right way.
What Members Can Do

Before the end of the year, members will be asked to take a few minutes to help the
association discover who they know and how prepared they are to be
advocates.
The reason for the questions? The RAP Index goes beyond asking whoknows-who. It will tell the association how well members know the
officials and how members prefer to make contact with leaders. Some
prefer phone calls; others would rather do email. Some members love
to contact politicians often; others would prefer to do it only when the
industry is facing an important issue. That’s the type of information
MHISC needs to turn those contacts into votes at the State House, in
Washington and local council meetings.

SC House Majority Leader Gary Simrill with
MHISC member Barbara LaPolice

Where Are We Weak? The survey will also uncover where the
industry is weak politically. We might learn we have NO relationships at
all with one of the US Congressman or with the members of a key State
House committee. In that case, MHISC will know where the association
needs to do some work.

With the RAP Index, when the game is on the line, MHISC will know which players to put on the field and which
play to call.
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MHISC helps members with local
government issues
MHISC not only represents the industry on Capitol Hill and at the State House, the association also goes to
bat for members at City Hall.
Some recent examples:

MHISC is in talks attempting to resolve an unfortunate matter in the Town of Loris where the customer
of one of our members was told by a city employee it was permissible to place a manufactured home on
property she wanted to purchase. The listing agent for the property was told the same thing. The customer
subsequently secured a loan and purchased the property and a home.

During installation, city of�icials reversed their decision saying their employee had given her inaccurate
information. The City Council refused to hear the matter and told the customer that if she feels she was
treated unfairly she should get a lawyer. MHISC is working with local of�icials and others to resolve this
matter.
Upstate members reported to MHISC that of�icials in Laurens County will not accept �iber cement board as
permissible for the purpose of detitling. According to members, Laurens County is the only county in the
area with this interpretation. MHISC is working with local and state of�icials to clarify this ruling.
MHISC was contacted by a Mississippi-based
company with federal contracts related to the
2015 Flood and 2016 Hurricane Matthew –
mostly in Marion County and in the Pee Dee
region – for repair and replacement of modular
and manufactured homes. The contractor
was looking for potential sub-contractors for
purchasing the homes, installation, delivery, and
repair work. MHISC put interested members in
touch with the contractor.

You Can Count On Us

Statewide

MHISC inspects county council agendas statewide
to identify issues which could potentially impact
our industry. But, as these stories demonstrate,
the best resource the association has are the eyes
and ears of its members. If you run into an issue
with a local municipality or county, please let the
staff know so the association can help. Contact
Shell Suber, MHISC Government Affairs Director,
at ssuber@mhisc.com or 803-771-9046 Ext. 2.
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Blevins, Inc. is America’s leading supplier to the manufactured housing
industry and other building segments. You can rest assured of getting
the best products available for the best price, and our dependable
service ensures the right parts get to you at the right time.
•
•
•
•

Huge inventory — Over $25 million in stock and available
Weekly deliveries to 35 states
Convenient 24/7 online ordering
Top-notch, experienced customer service delivered with a smile

www.blevinsinc.com
Simpsonville, SC - 1.800.327.8608
Rocky Mount, NC - 1.800.967.0111

Sen. Tim Scott Looking Out for the
Industry in Washington
South Carolina’s US Senator Tim Scott continues to speak up in Washington for the
people who build, sell, and live in manufactured homes.
When President Trump nominated a new head of the Federal Housing Authority, Senator Scott had pointed questions for him. “What’s your view on HUD’s regulations governing manufactured housing?” Scott asked FHA
Commissioner Nominee Brian Montgomery. “Does the current framework ensure affordability and access?”
---------“It’s particularly important in my state,
where 20.3% of all homes are prefabricated.”

---------The SC Senator pointed out that manufactured housing is an affordable housing option for more than 22 million
working families. “It’s particularly important in my state, where 20.3% of all homes are prefabricated,” Scott
added.
Montgomery, the proposed FHA director, had a positive response. “Manufactured housing is an incredibly important source of housing for millions of Americans and the only form of non-subsidized housing the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development directly regulates,” he said.
The Federal Housing Authority is a part of HUD.
Montgomery pointed out that President Trump’s Executive Order #13777
charged all federal agencies with re-examining their rules and reducing
the regulatory burden on the American public.
“We need to make sure FHA’s manufactured housing rules undergo a rigorous cost-benefit analysis to ensure we are balancing important product
safety considerations with affordability and access,” Montgomery said.
“If confirmed, you have my commitment this will be a priority.”

US Senator Tim Scott

Other recent pro-MH efforts by Sen. Tim Scott:
 In August, the Senator asked the Government Accountability Office to get him answers on how the federal
government can ensure better affordability of MH.
 In September, Scott signed on as a co-sponsor of the Preserving Access to Manufactured Housing Act, S.1751.
The bill would fix problems with the federal Dodd-Frank Act. One change would be to clarify that MH retailers
who help customers with the loan process should no longer be classified as lenders and should not be required
to get a lenders license. The other change would move many manufactured home loans out from under the
law’s “high-cost loan” category. MH loans are often inaccurately classified as high-cost under Dodd-Frank,
which brings additional expensive regulation and liability for lenders.
This important bill is beginning to move through Congress. The House Financial Services Committee passed
H.R. 1699 by a bipartisan vote of 42 to 18, a critical first step on the road to seeing this measure become law.
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Criminal record checks can be a useful way to
evaluate residents, if used with caution
Criminal background checks are a common tool for screening potential residents in
both manufactured home communities and apartments.
Can criminal background checks help improve the quality of our communities and
increase the reputation and overall safety of the communities?
Nichole Graham, Community Manager at Wind Gate in Summerville, believes
communities that actively enforce criminal background standards do see less crime.
“Underutilizing criminal backgrounds increases the potential for criminal activity
being an issue within the community,” she said. “This has a direct correlation to the
reputation the community holds and its likelihood of securing quality residents”
But Graham added that simply doing background checks isn’t going to keep crime low.
“Active management is also key to reducing criminal activity within communities,”
she said. “Making sure managers are aware of what is happening in their community,
such as pulling incident reports, is also important.”

Nichole Graham

----------------Nearly one-third of US adults have a criminal record of some sort.
-----------------Federal Fair Housing requirements should also be considered when screening potential residents. Community
managers may be surprised that provisions in the act can restrict the way record checks are used. A policy issued
by HUD in 2016 cautioned against using criminal histories as a way to discriminate against individuals based on
race, color, religion or national origin.
Community managers may be able to reduce their vulnerability to a Fair Housing complaint by avoiding practices
such as:
> Rejecting one applicant but accepting another who was convicted of a similar crime.
> Screening out potential renters based on arrests instead of convictions.
Communities that are the subject of a discrimination complaint should be prepared to justify the rejection of
applicants based on minor crimes and offenses that would not necessarily make a community less safe for other
residents. An example might be tax evasion.
Who’s Left? Beyond legal issues, one practical consideration is that a very broad prohibition against individuals
with a criminal history can also have an impact on a community’s potential resident base. In the United States,
some 100 million persons, nearly one-third of adults, have a criminal record of some sort.
Screening residents can be a balancing act for communities, but managers like Nichole Graham firmly believe it is
worth the effort.
“If a community is known for high crime, it not only reduces the monetary value of the community but a manager’s
ability to maintain a quality environment,” she said.
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Thousands Take Their First Look Inside a Modern
Manufactured Home at SC State Fair
The State Fair in Columbia is South Carolina's largest annual event. A huge gathering with people enjoying food
and fun is a perfect opportunity to show thousands of potential customers the wonders of the modern manufactured
home.
This year, MHISC teamed up with members to
display a furnished home at the fair and invited
visitors to have a look.
Between October 11-22, over one thousand visitors
a day stopped by the display home, a 1400 square
foot Destiny Home with three bedrooms and
two bathrooms, according to MHISC Chair John
Bowers.
“Our state fair is a great state fair. You won’t get
this type of traffic anywhere else,” Bowers said.
“You really need to get people inside our homes
before they can fully appreciate how far the product has
come.”
MHISC’s member partners for the project included
Dave Fautley of HomeMax of Lexington and Tri-State
Distributors.
Fautley said the positive impact of the display has
been obvious. “We’ve had several people come to our
dealership who first saw the home at the fair,” he said.

Based on this year’s success, MHISC
plans to place another model display
home at the Fair in 2018. As was the
case this year, MHISC will offer all
member companies an equal opportunity
to be a partner in the event.

NMLS 2280

MHISC board members at the association’s display home at
the State Fair. The board approved the project as part of the
organization’s marketing program.

TAKE YOUR BUSINESS
TO NEW HEIGHTS
WITH 21st MORTGAGE

CONTACT

JERRY SCALF
800.955.0021 ext. 1248 » jerryscalf@21stmortgage.com

WE OFFER A FULL SUITE OF COMMUNITY
AND RETAIL PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESSES
NATIONWIDE. CONTACT US TODAY!

RETAIL PROGRAMS:
» Chattel, land-home, community and land-in-lieu programs available for all credit scores.
» Buy-for, co-signer, equity, and used home programs available.
» Plus many, many more.
INVENTORY FINANCE:
WWW.21STMORTGAGE.COM

Member volunteers worked 12-hour shifts, greeting visitors
and answering questions during the 11-day event. Members
signing up to volunteer included Ronnie
Boyce, John Bowers, David Bumpers,
Coleman Brinson, Jay Collins, Lynn and
Todd Cook, Sonya Dana, Ken Drachman,
Frank Garcia, Dale Lackey, Marie
Layfield, Barbara LaPolice, Marcus
Lominick, Michael McLean, Al Randall,
Robert Rizzetta, Rick Sanders, Ron
Seigler, and Angie Seshun.

» Competitive rates for every major manufacturer.
» No “due-in-full” date…EVER
» We advance up to 100% of the manufacturer’s invoice.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS:
» CASH Program: New inventory at no up-front cost to the community.

Used and rental options also.
» Community Rental Program: A commercial loan program for new rental units in

your community. Low rates for up to 100% of the manufacturers invoice.

This advertisement is not intended for consumer use. This is not an advertisement
to extend consumer credit as defined by TILA Regulation Z.
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How to Get Plugged into MHISC’s
Social Media
Most everybody (literally) is on Facebook now, even your Great Aunt Maude. The next two most popular social
media outlets are Twitter and Instagram. With these you can do lots of things: keep up with MHISC and the
Events
industry, learn what the President is up to, etc.
If you’re Sponsors
new to social media, don’t worry! Here’s your guide to
getting started.

Twitter
From Twitter’s homepage, or the Twitter app, sign up with your own username,
password and your email/phone number. Follow the association on twitter by
searching for @MHISC or typing in MHISC after twitter.com/ into your browser.
Traditonally Twitter has limited tweets to 140 characters. At press time, executives at
the service had confirmed that they are considering doubling the number of characters
to 280.

Instagram
You can only use Instagram from your smartphone. Download the app and create
your username and password. You can find MHISC on
Instagram just by typing MHISC into the search bar.
Facebook
You can also follow the association on Facebook. Just
type in Manufactured Housing Institute of SC.

Clayton Homes
Much of what the

A tweet from MHISC

V

Social media can be especially effective dealing with
a crisis or breaking news--both good and bad news.
Thousands of people saw tweets and re-posts of
information MHISC distributed leading up to Hurricane
Irma. The public got practical information on how to
prepare their home for a storm as well as accurate,
positive information about the construction and safety
of modern-day manufactured homes.
►In the Next Issue of Update--Using Social
Media to Sell Factory Built Homes.
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ameribath

SHOWER AND BATH PRODUCTS

GREENVILLE, SC
Ph: 800.303.4185
Fax: 864.277.5453

ROYSTON, GA
Ph: 800.476.6164
Fax: 706.245.8112

AUGUSTA, GA
Ph: 866.736.4560
Fax: 706.736.4561

follow us on facebook @tristategeorgia
w w w. t r i - s t a t e d i s t r i b u t o r s . c o m

V

Friday
Night Dinner Sponsor
association sends
out via
social media involves
positive information
about the industry and its
products. Many members
routinely repost or retweet
the facts and photos from
MHISC. That’s a great
way to help spread the
PROUDLY supplying the Southeastern
Instagram is all photos
news about the quality,
Manufactured and Modular Housing Industry
affordability and safety of today’s modern factory-built
with the best quality brands.
homes.

Spring Meeting Set for Columbia’s
Coolest New Hot Spot
MHISC hosts its Spring Meeting at a new location this year. The action has moved to Columbia’s Main Street, the
hot new spot for nightlife, shopping and foodies.
The Spring Meeting is set for April 26-27
at the Marriott in the heart of the city.
Thursday's events will kick off with
golf at Hidden Valley Country Club.
The Dealer Roundtable, SC Modular
Steering Committee and the association’s
Membership, Community Managers, and
Image and Professional Committee will
meet that afternoon. A dinner, reception
and Casino Night will cap off Thursday’s
events.

The Marriott

Columbia’s Main Street

Friday morning is MHISC’s official annual meeting with
breakfast, VIP speakers and news-to-use from the experts.

MHISC’s Spring Meeting will include a fun Casino Night

The MHISC Board decided to try different meeting
combinations the next few years to add variety and help
members save money. In 2018, there will be spring and fall
“mini-conventions.” In one of the next two years after that,
the association will have an extended event at a major resort,
similar to the 2017 Hilton Head convention.

STATISTICS
Shipments Through September

Manufactured Home Shipments
August
S. Carolina
Georgia
N. Carolina

2016
254
235
298

2017
366
301
368

Change
44.1%
28.1%
23.5%

September
S. Carolina
Georgia
N. Carolina

2016
273
232
292

2017
329
220
355

Change
20.5%
-5.2%
21.6%

Note: "Shipments" refers to homes shipped from manufacturers
to retailers. "Registration" refers to the registration of titles with
DOT when homes are purchased.

S. Carolina

2016
2330

2017
2899

Change
24.4%

2017 Product Mix Through September
Single-Section Multi-Section
S. Carolina
1717
1182

Total
2899

SC Registration Comparison
YTD Through
September 2017

YTD Through
September 2016

Single
755

Multi
1036

Total
1791

Single
760

Multi
1384

Total
2144
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Member companies supporting the association that supports the industry
COMPANY
Blue Ridge Log Cabins
Cavalier Homes
Champion Homes
Clayton Homes
Crestline Homes
Destiny Industries
Fleetwood Homes
Holmes Building Systems
KABCO
Legacy Housing
Live Oak Homes
Manis Custom Builders
Platinum Homes
R-Anell Homes
Scotbilt
SE Homes
Sunshine Homes

$ = Payment

JULY
R
$
$
$
R
$
$
$
$
R
R
R
$
$
$
$
$

AUGUST
R
$
$
$
R
$
$
R
$
R
$
R
R
$
$
$
$

R = Report

N = No Report

SEPTEMBER
$
$
$
$
R
$
$
R
$
R
$
R
R
$
$
$
$

SUPREME QUALITY INSIDE AND OUT!
MORTEX COILS
RPM1824D14A
1 1/2 - 2 Ton Uncased Mobile Home Downflow AC/HP Coil
Weight 30.0 LB Length 19.6 IN Width 18.0 IN Height 14.0 IN

SIVE TO
EXCLU
D
CTURE
A
F
MANU
G
IN
S
U
HO

RPM3036Y20E1
2 1/2 - 3 Ton Uncased Mobile Home Downflow AC/HP Coil
Weight 34.0 LB Length 19.6 IN Width 18.0 IN Height 20.0 IN
RPM4248Y26E2
3 1/2 - 4 Ton Uncased Mobile Home Downflow AC/HP Coil
Weight 50.0 LB Length 19.6 IN Width 18.0 IN Height 26.5 IN
Condenser

Coil

RP1424FJ1NA

RPM1824D14A

RP1430FJ1NA

RPM3036Y20E1

RP1436FJ1NA

RPM3036Y20E1

RP1442FJ1NA

RPM4248Y26E2

RP1448FJ1NA

RPM4248Y26E2

Tonage

Pad

Lineset

Disconnect

Whip

Thermostat

2

EP3434-3

612-30-1/2

EMD610

57507

TH6210U2001

2.5

EP3636-3

612-30-1/2

EMD610

57507

TH6210U2001

3

EP3636-3

612-30-1/2

EMD610

57507

TH6210U2001

3.5

EP3636-3

614-30-1/2

EMD610

57507

TH6210U2001

4

EP4040-3

614-30-1/2

EMD610

57507

TH6210U2001

• Coil Only Match
• 14 SEER RUUD Heat Pump with Mortex Coil
• AHRI Approved
• 10 Year RUUD Condenser Warranty with Registration
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ACHIEVER SERIES: SINGLE STAGE (RP14-F)
FEATURES:
• The RP14**F Series is designed to achieve 14 SEER with Coil only (for the
dual fuel market) and PSC Air Handler match ups
• New composite base pan – dampens sound, captures louver panels,
eliminates corrosion and reduces number of fasteners needed
• Powder coat paint system – for a long lasting professional finish
• Scroll compressor – uses 70% fewer moving parts for higher efficiency
and increased reliability
• Modern cabinet aesthetics – increased curb appeal with visually appealing
design
• Curved louver panels – provide ultimate coil protection, enhance cabinet
strength, and increased cabinet rigidity
• Optimized fan orifice – optimizes airflow and reduces unit sound
• PlusOne™ Triple Service Access – 15” wide, industry leading corner
service access – makes repairs easier and faster. The two fastener
removable corner allows optimal access to internal unit components.
Individual louver panels come out once fastener is removed, for faster coil
cleaning and easier cabinet reassembly
• Diagnostic service window with two-fastener opening – provides access
to the high and low pressure.
• External gauge port access – allows easy connection of “low-loss” gauge
ports
• Single-row condenser coil – makes unit lighter and allows thorough coil
cleaning to maintain “out of the box” performance

MCCALL’S SUPPLY, INC

“THE HEATING & COOLING PROFESSIONALS”
Serving 3 States, From 19 Locations Since 1969

www.mccallsinc.com
Proud supporter of the Manufactured
Housing Association of South Carolina
(MHISC) since 1985!

FOR INQUIRIES AND SPECIAL PRICING, PLEASE REACH OUT TO
RICK SANDERS 843-687-9412 / rsanders@mccallsinc.com

MHISC Adopts New Logo
The Manufactured Housing Institute of SC is a stable
organization, having only three Executive Directors
and three logos during its 50-year history.

disturbed. Additionally, the industry has two special
tax treatments encouraging, and making it possible for,
customers to buy a highly energy-efficient home.

The association is finalizing a new crisp, clean, modern The sections of the house are designed to suggest onwebsite and that seemed
site assembly. The house
like a good time to select
may also remind some
a crisp, clean, modern,
of an upward arrow on a
MANUFACTURED
new logo for the group,
chart, indicating growth
HOUS I N G
according to MHISC
and sales. The SC state
Institute of South Carolina flag has a moon over a
Image and Professionalism
Committee member Ernie
palmetto tree, so a moon
Lee.
over the green house seemed like a nice touch.
The green is designed to tie in with the fact that
factory-built homes are the greenest way to build a
house. Less lumber and other materials are wasted
in factory production. The environmental “footprint”
of the homes is
less because a
much smaller
area of the lot is

“Of course, people may or not consciously notice all
these features in the logo,” Lee said. “But marketing
experts say it’s worth the
effort to create a logo
that reinforces the image
an organization wants to
convey.”

Signs of the times: Right: Attorney General Dan
McLeod speaking in front of MHISC’s original logo
in 1968. Left: Association director Steve Rogers
designed the association’s second logo around 1990.

Facts from MHISC’s new book

The new logo was designed to help celebrate the association’s 50th anniversary. MHISC is also commemorating the event by publishing a history of the industry and the association since its founding in 1967. The book,
MHISC: The Unofficial and Unauthorized History of the Manufactured Housing Institute of SC, takes
a candid look at the events and personalities who shaped the industry. In researching the book, the author ran
across some interesting facts about the association. A few examples:
•

Rent for MHISC’s first office was $65, but the
association paid a $10 upgrade for an air conditioner.

•

One person served as MHISC Chair for two days
instead of the traditional two years. In 1999, Lamar
Sprinkle was elected chair on Saturday at the annual
meeting. On Monday he had a falling out with his boss
at Mascot Homes and left the industry.

•

MHISC used to provide prizes for the best decorated
cells at the state’s maximum security prison, the
Central Correctional Institute.

•

Some months in the 1980’s over half the single section
homes in SC were sold by companies owned by one
individual, Larry Parker.

You can read Part One of the book on-line or on your Kindle via www.mhisc.com. Just click on “Members”
then “MHISC: The Book.”
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People
Grapevine
Linda Stec is now with Jensen’s Southern Palms. She
serves as Secretary of MHISC’s Charleston Chapter.

Linda Stec

Thad Pope bought Ira Usry’s
retail center in West Columbia.
The new name of the company
is Southern Choice Homes, LLC.
Pope is a former region manager
for Greentree. His dad, Clarence
Pope, will play a key role....John
Howard, Jr., is now with Clayton
Conway as a manager in training.

On the Road
Andrea Westmoreland attended the MHISC Midlands
Bowling Tournament....Shell Suber attended the
MHISC Pee Dee Open House and visited local centers
Riverside Homes and Blackwell Homes....Shell Suber
and Mark Dillard attended the Upstate Chapter
Meeting....Mark Dillard attended the Grand Strand
Chapter Meeting.

PRODUCTS THAT
MANUFACTURED

Welcome New Members
Retailer
Charter Homes
Bill Jolly
2636 E. Hwy 76
Marion, SC 29571
charterhomes@aol.com

Service / Supplier
Haylor, Freyer & Coon
Lee Lomenzo
425 Wilcox St. Unit 846
Charlotte, NC 28203
llomenzo@haylor.com
Recruiters: John Bowers, Mark Dillard

REVOLUTIONIZE HOW
HOUSING DEFINES COMFORT .

www.stylecrestinc.com | 800.945.4440

For over 45 years, Style Crest® has provided the products you need to make comfortable, reliable and
sustainable manufactured homes. Through our continued commitment to deliver quality products
with a quality service, we strive to re-imagine the products that make a house a home.
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CHAPTERS
Grand Strand Chapter

The Grand Strand Chapter met with their new leadership to map out programs and projects for 2018. The
night’s speaker was RJ Kirby, inspector for the SC Manufactured Housing Board.

New MHISC Grand Strand Chapter Officers
Kenny Hyatt, President
Billy Woodard, Vice President
Sandra Nye, Secretary / Treasurer

Midlands Chapter
Great networking opportunities at
the MHISC Midlands Chapter with
a bowling tournament. Next up: a
dinner cruise in December.

Upstate Chapter
The MHISC Upstate Chapter had a very
informative quarterly meeting. Richard
Bagwell, Mark Dillard and Shell Suber
were there to give an up-to-the-minute
report on events at the licensing board.

Pee Dee Chapter
The Pee Dee Chapter hosted an
Open House at Oakwood Homes in
conjunction with their contractor /
supplier appreciation night. Top local
leaders joined in and toured the homes.

Charleston Chapter
The large and energetic Charleston Chapter
recently held their annual bowling tournament
and will have an Oyster Roast in December.
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Manufactured Housing Institute of South Carolina
1801 Gadsden St.
Columbia, SC 29201

MHISC Spring Meeting
April 26-27, 2018
The Marriott ● Columbia, SC
Breakfast, Golf, Dinner, VIP Speakers, News to Use

